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Artist living in Lyon, France, I conduct an open research on different fields like installation, performance, 
sound, video or sculpture, which borrows from various disciplines their lexicons, processes or forms, proposing 
works scores. 

What I mean by score work is the question of both a possible writing, a matrix work giving rise to other inter-
pretations or generating events, objects, sounds ... showing a sort of infinite formal suite.

Matt Coco’s art works are emanations of images, readings or events found according to chance or from the 
news and which are then shelled. There emerge volumes, intaglio drawings or installations that are a perpe-
tual mise en abyme of the source element that inspired them. The figures at the origin of the process then 
become hidden clues in all the works.*

In this process the question of the link Landscape / language is important and the image tends to disappear 
in favor of a burst both spatial and graphic. The relation to time is important as a method of construction 
(appearance, removal, superposition) or the opposite of deconstruction (erasure, disintegration) and is 
characterized by the actualization of pieces as they are presented as well as by the stratification of the 
interferences forming a possible language.
The natural or human disaster is often the starting point. Considered as a break or a change of meaning, it can 
be a beginning as well as an end. It is used through the iconography it generates as an approach to reality at 
a time of failure, considered at the same time as poetic and fascinating event.

I use the process of imprint conferring on the object a complete system where the reproduction works, the 
existence of the opposites and the operation of a differential difference. A system where the place, the event 
and the time coexist. This process can be done by various samples with the material (ceramic, silicone, latex, 
clay, fabrics ...), graphic (lines, rubbings) and sound.

The Matt Coco’s composite installations offer an anachronistic landscape, variations around places or different 
sources. Trembling skylines on water-colored fabrics conceal their manufacture by maceration in a tinted pool. 
A process, a sediment sometimes violent, sometimes tender, which accumulates and produces abstract and 
dreamlike footprints.*

Each space can be apprehended as a set of elements composing a score whose sound reality is underlying in 
the interpretation but also in the fact that it can be constitutive of the production of a work by crashes, breaks, 
slips , pressures, frictions ...

Since 2016, a collaborative work is in progress, taking its source in a graphic score titled «fantôme» made 
from the triple disaster of Fukushima 2011. This research gives birth to performances, installations and videos.

Matt Coco, january 2019

* Giulia Turati curator, extracts of the exhibition diary «In caso di nebbia», La Halle, Art Center of Pont-en-Royans, France 
2017
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BOUSTROPHEDON
exhibition with Yann Lévy to Hongti Art Center of Busan Korea
august 2018

The « boustrophédon », title of the exhibition, indicates a writing of which the sense of reading, changes alter-
nately from a line to another one. This old term was inspired by a practice of plough when the ox marks furrows 
in a field, going from right to left then from left to right. When the ox makes furrows, it sculptures the lands-
cape, creates systems of reading and we serve as it to propose a reading of the exhibition to the spectator.  
Just like the ox, we built a multidirectional exhibition. Every work presented proposes a system of reading by 
our own and a language rules of which are to be invented. They are ambivalent because their status is always 
moved by the field to which they could belong (sculpture, video, paint).
The forms of language are stretched in opposite directions and constantly connected. 
 
Disappearance of the images or that could be an image, an appearance of a language, put in danger what 
we think of seeing. It is a question of opening breaches, points of seesaw. As this picture presented with two 
different paints, the perception is disturbed between high and low, left and right, or this video of a man which 
dances in the landscape and seems to communicate by signs but what language is it? Or still this video instal-
lation which could echo Eungbong Bongsudae (the first one of the numerous posts of smoke announcing the 
arrival of the enemies to Seoul), situated exactly over the center of art of Hong-ti as if, today, the enemy had 
become auto-smoked, gas and diverse pollutions. Finally, a big wall installation made by black clay, suggests 
being read as a graphic score and will be of use as support during all the exhibition to a workshop with deaf 
people.

Matt Coco and Yann Lévy july 2018



fantômes, score of seabeds korean black clay and ink on wall 2018
Eungbong Bongsudae (Eungbong Beacon Fire Station) Yann Lévy video installation 2018

slight peeling of the reality #2 inkjet printing on matte paper, wood 
161cm x 130cm 2018



fantômes, score of seabeds korean black clay and ink on wall 20 m x 3m50 2018



fantômes, score of seabeds korean black clay and ink on wall 20 m x 3m50 2018



somewhere before the dance video performance 2017                                                                                                              Yann Lévy  In_extérieur typographic ink on polyester 2017





Matt Coco’s art work start from an image or a form, found or coming out of the news and then shelled, 
constantly transfigured. Emerging volumes, sculptures that offer a sequential sequence, drawings that force 
themselves to trace what the eye does not see or installations that are a perpetual mise en abyme of the 
element-source that has them inspired.

For the art center of Halle, the artist creates an imagined landscape, almost dreamlike, both material and 
aerial. 
This project presents new works that crystallize natural elements (water, wood, clouds ...) or manufactured 
(adhesive tape, metal supports, fabric, silicone ...) while leaving the creative gesture in a discreet but visible 
way - as a trace to find and follow. Each work is paradoxically a finite form and also a transformation into an 
image, sound or volume to be activated and in perpetual evolution. The artist’s proposal is transversal: the 
works shown will be pieces to be read by everyone, that is to say, to interpret through dance, look, speech ...

The title «In caso di nebbia» [In case of fog], chosen in a foreign language, refers to an anecdotal reflection 
of the artist during a trip to Italy. Reading a road sign indicating the danger of mists, on a sunny summer day, 
refers to another season, at a time that the artist will not know but which is obviously common in the region. 
On a more symbolic level, this extremely banal and everyday phrase resonates like a song or a poem in the 
ears of the artist. In the same way, the title evokes a state of mind, the idea of advancing without being able 
to see.
This feeling of meteorological, linguistic and perceptive change of scenery represents quite well the 
approach of Matt Coco who creates works always on the threshold: between a sound and a form, between the 
immaterial and the physical presence, a gesture and a mental image, a fact real and a chimera, or between a 
visible mark and a trace to interpret.

These multiple signs (to look for in the exhibition path) are visually reflected in the stratifications, folds, 
spots and layers of the various forms presented. Whether it is a line of erased pencil, a cloth soaked in ink or 
trampled earth, all these traces form a score proper to each work and yet intrinsic to all the production of the 
artist.
These prints are left to reinterpretation by the artist himself, but also by visitors and other artists. Matt Coco 
invites them to interact with her works, interpreting them and creating new forms. This is the case for the «In 
caso di nebbia» exhibition, which will also feature a performance by dancer Benoit Caussé and an animation 
by visual artist Yann Lévy.
As the drivers in the fog (imagined on the road that gives the title) are deprived of vision and let themselves 
be guided by the other senses suddenly awake; Matt Coco’s score works move action in other areas of the 
sensitive opening the door to all possible activations. Nothing is frozen forever, nor absolutely determined. 
And it is the slight changes and upheavals at work that feed, in an impulse of eternal return and surpassing, 
the production of the artist.

Giulia Turati curator, extracts of the exhibition diary «In caso di nebbia», La Halle, Art Center of Pont-en-Royans, France 
2017

IN CASO DI NEBBIA
exhibition to Contemporary Art Center of «La Halle» Pont-en-Royans - France
october to december 2017 in resonance with the biennale of contemporary art of Lyon



accretion, culture in natural environment and artificial environment polyester and black ink 2017



untitled 8’32 mute video filmed by mobile phone 2017 / Subtitles extracted from «The origins of language» Jean-Louis Dessalles, Pascal Picq, Bernard Victorri, Editions Le Pommier, 2010

This video proposes a hypothesis of the origins of the language advanced by the 
researcher Jean-Louis Dessalles. A moving bottom of a beach at low tide whose 
variations of water by the wind create a timeless motif becomes an event in its own 
right.

Starting from our old primate status, he hypothesizes that language has supplanted 
physical strength as a positioning in a group and arrived as a necessity in order 
to assert a status in this group. In a concern of survival, it would be to bring new 
information that would justify the alliances between individuals and the dominant 
place of some.

Beyond this wealth of hypotheses on the origins of language in prehistory, the 
use of these excerpts is updated in the exhibition at the side of works deploying 
sometimes forms of language, written, formal and seeks to question the news forms 
of language that characterize our contemporary era (social networks). 

Reading these extracts as kinds of dialogues, one can not help thinking also about 
the issue of politics, the politician and also the place of the artist in society.

Link for video in french: https://youtu.be/DCWfxkUYWJU  



© Joseph Eid / AFP

These installations, which look like old landscapes, both classic and anachronistic, are variations 
around a photograph (by Joseph Eid in Aleppo) seen in various newspapers and magazines. 
The rubble clutter the whole room, creating sad arabesques with the elements of furniture or 
decoration still recognizable. Matt Coco explodes this image by resuming certain details of the 
shot, recreating or reproducing some of the subjects seen and giving the visitor an installation 
that evokes this photograph and at the same time breaks the mimetic tracks or any immediate 
resemblance. If on the one hand it is an allusion assumed to this room in Aleppo and thus of an 
anchor prégnant in a brutal actuality, on the other hand the artist manages to create a lightness 
which - without leveling the symbolic scope - touch the poetic.

An artificial ecology is also at work. Several installations presented here, recall landscapes 
without taking up natural substances. Trembling skylines on water-colored fabrics conceal their 
manufacture by maceration in a tinted pool. No liquid is shown and yet their trace is present 
unequivocally. This work, «Accretion, culture in the natural environment and artificial 
environment», is a process, a sediment sometimes violent, sometimes tender, which accumulates 
and produces abstract and dreamlike footprints.

Paradoxically, it is in front of this monumental work obtained by accumulation which is a drawing 
which, it emerges in the absence and the lack, that is to say it is traced by erasure. The full ones 
then become the backdrop and the empty ones the seized forms. The effect is that of a nebulous 
landscape that could be seen in the weather conditions suggested in the title. Figures seem to 
disappear and appear according to the points of view, the signs are clear or confused according to 
the position of the visitor. It is a drawing which is observed and which is revealed in the duration.
In a dialectical movement these two productions are the facets of the same flow: one is the 
emblem of art that shows what is not seen, the other a partition that is the random fruit of an initial 
creative gesture.

A contemplative but serious textual video seems to be balanced between the softness of the waves 
at low tide and the prevaricating and bitter nature of man in society and the birth of language.

Giulia Turati curator, extracts of the exhibition diary «In caso di nebbia», La Halle, Art Center of Pont-en-
Royans, France 2017

Around the exhibition: «Workshops of creation» project of the Center Pompidou of Paris and IRCAM in 
partnership with GRAME and the technical school of Saint-Marcellin, France.
Restitution of student work in May 2018 during the European Night of Museums, Center Pompidou of Paris.



bedroom rug and plaster 2017



untitled graphit on wall, around 3000 lignes, 350 cm x 200 cm 2017                                               X-ray of a wall with emergence of a landscape



untitled white silicone, cornstarch, wood and metal, 200 cm x 110 cm x 100 cm 2017



untitled white silicone cornstarch and metal 40 cm x 30 cm 2017

untitled brown silicone and metal 100 cm x 40 cm 2017





natural jam mix media 2017                                                                                                          Corpus mute video 13’32 2017 several texts from literature, poems, books, researches 



Corpus mute video 13’32 2017

texts list in alphabetical order:
« Du silence » David Le Breton, éditions Métailié, Paris 1997- « Le cri de la mouette » Emmanuelle Laborit, éditions Robert Laffont, 1994- « Éloge de la marche » David Le Breton,  
Édition  Métailié, Paris 2000- « Sur les épaules de Darwin : les battements du temps » Jean-Claude Ameisen, éditions Les liens qui libèrent, 2012- Joseph Joubert, « Quatres carnets » 
Édition établie et annotée par David Kinloch et Philippe Mangeot, University of London, Institute of romance studies, Londres, 1996- Oliver Sacks « Seeing voices : A Journey into the 
World of the Deaf  » 1989- John Keats « Ode sur une urne grecque » 1819- Anne Cauquelin « L’invention du paysage » éditions Presses Universitaires de France, 2000- Piet Mondrian 
« Réalité naturelle et réalité abstraite » éditions du Centre Pompidou 2010- « Le maître et Marguerite » Mikhaïl Boulgakov 1940- Pascal Quignard « les ombres errantes » éditions Gras-
set 2002- Georges Didi-Huberman « Le danseur des solitudes », éditions de Minuit, collection Paradoxe, 2006- Oliver Sacks « Musicophilia » éditions du Seuil, 2009- Shakespeare «  
Henri IV » 1596-1598- Annie Le Brun, « Appel d’air » Plon, Paris, 1988- Annie Le Brun, « Perspective dépravée » éditions du Sandre, 2011- Maylis de Kerangal «  Réparer les vivants » 
Gallimard , 2017- Georges Didi-Huberman « La ressemblance par contact » éditions de Minuit, collection Paradoxe, 2008.

This looped subtitled video presents an articulation between silence, rustling, landscape, disaster, rhythm and dance, imbuing the reader with the idea that reality can 
only be apprehended through the correlation of elements interacting with each other, also revealing the importance of mental space as a place of collisions. These texts, 
read by the spectators piece by piece on the wall, are an invitation to reflection but also clues left to apprehend the works of the exhibition in many ways.

Video link: https://youtu.be/2iX3r-KnQr8

j’ai rêvé en vain de coudre les phrases sur une étoffe de silence 

Le bruit de la pluie pouvait dessiner des paysages entiers, « parce que le 
bruit de la pluie sur mon jardin, dit-il, était différent du bruit de la pluie sur 
le gazon, ou sur les buissons, ou sur la clôture qui séparait le jardin de 
la route. La pluie a une capacité à faire surgir les contours. Elle projette 
une couverture de couleurs sur des choses auparavant invisibles sur un 
monde fragmenté, morcelé, la pluie crée une continuité acoustique. Elle 
fait surgir une plénitude d’un seul tenant. Elle donne une sensation de 
perspective et une notion de relations exactes entre différentes portions 
du monde ».

(...) Pour que je prenne conscience qu’il s’agit là d’un projet, 
que ce paysage est construit par sa définition,

Elle se lève, un mouvement brusque, sa chaise bascule en arrière 
-fracas sur le sol-, mais elle ne se retourne pas, se tient debout face à 
lui, une main posée à plat sur la table assurant un appui à son corps 
chancelant, l’autre pendue le long du corps, ils se regardent une 
fraction  de seconde, puis un pas et ils s’étreignent, une étreinte 
d’une force dingue, comme s’ils s’écrasaient l’un dans l’autre, têtes 
compressées à se fendre le crâne, épaules concassées sous la masse 
des thorax, bras dans les écharpes, les vestes et les manteaux, le genre 
d’étreinte que l’on se donne pour faire rocher contre le cyclone, pour faire 
pierre avant de sauter dans le vide, un truc de fin du monde en tout cas 
quand, dans le même temps, dans le même temps exactement, c’est 
aussi un geste qui les reconnecte l’un à l’autre – leurs lèvres se touchent 
-, souligne et abolit leur distance, et quand ils se désincarcèrent, quand 
ils se relâchent enfin, ahuris, exténués, ils sont comme des naufragés.

Il y a au fond de l’homme un sentiment obsédant de la catastrophe, 
obsédant comme l’écho lointain de pulsions à très longue portée dont, 
stupéfaits, nous percevons parfois l’ampleur mais dont l’origine nous 
échappe. Peut-être même vivons-nous au rythme d’éruptions intérieures, 
se manifestant au gré de lignes de fractures qui sont autant en nous qu’au 
dehors de nous. 

que soudain un bouleversement se produise (…)



untitled 4 plaster moldings of a tree stump 2017 natural jam latex and tree stump, polystyrene 2017



prosody clay and inner tubes 2017

A space is devoted to «prosody», a sculptural and performative work, where the 
time of research (the past and the test), of the performative moment and its 
restitution - it means, the continuous extension of fleeting moment - are given to 
see at the same time.
On the wall, precarious but orderly, clay tablets that bear the trace of studies and 
research in pairs with the dancer Benoît Caussé. «We have created a common 
vocabulary from the «fantôme» paper work (2012)». Each graphic sign and visual 
mark of this work has been linked to a word testifying to the sound imagination of 
the dancer, thus creating a repetitive lexicon.
Benoit Caussé then translated into movement these words which, sequentially, 
give the rhythm of the performance Prosody.
On the dried and stored clay, the foot marks are what remains of the dancer’s 
movement and this interpretative and abstract choreography. Dancing, stomping 
- during the rehearsals of the performance - he left signs that can be reminiscent 
of old writings, but which carry no other meaning than that of the rhythm proper 
to the dancer’s gesture and its intensity.

It is neither verbal nor written: it is the language of the body in motion that hangs 
here like a new Rosette stele readable by all.
On the night of the opening, the public witnessed the creation of new plaques, 
their inscriptions and the activation of this score danced on the podium installed in 
the room. In silence, only Benoit Caussé heard - thanks to an earpiece - the voice 
of the artist read the words that generated his gestures. These last impressions 
remain in view - and their disposition unchanged - during the duration of the 
exhibition. They carry in themselves a mutation of matter (due to drying in the air) 
but also a crystallization, that of this ephemeral dance which can not be seen but 
only imagined.

Giulia Turati curator, extracts of the exhibition diary «In caso di nebbia», La Halle, Art Center 
of Pont-en-Royans, France 2017



prosody, performance of Benoît Caussé 2017



somewhere before the dance 16‘ outdoor performance video of Benoît Caussé during the opening of the exhibition in caso di nebbia, Art Center La Halle Pont-en-Royans 2017





«fantôme» is an installation based on the bursting of an image of a landscape deployed on 30m of a roller 
paper. Here it’s an image of Fukushima after the tsunami of March 2011. 
This image found on Internet, was treated by dissociation of colors, thus creating an abstraction of the
event. The forms were drawn and cut out one by one.  

The title comes from this technique which consists in hollowing out a form and to keep only the full one. The 
remaining matter, hollowed out, is called «fantôme». 
 
The question of the void, as much as the question of the potential, are important points in my work because 
they structure her installations and are the constituents ones giving multiple realities to the parts carried out.  
Conceived at the beginning as a transfiguration of reality by fragmentation, «fantôme» becomes a score
deploying a language which remains to be defined. 

It is called “score” because it returns to the question of the language and the notation. Thus, “fantôme” is a 
matrix able to generate various languages, various realities, various events. 
The principle of interpretation always taking into account first a sound reality and the concept of space as 
landscape.  
It is not any more question here of giving rise to a sound reality of the partition but of keeping it only secret 
and possible, structuring. 
Thus, objects having potentially a sound reality, were imagined by the artist as belonging to this abstract 
landscape. 
A collaboration is started with a contemporary dancer, Benoît Caussé, who works first with the constitution of 
a mental sound tapestry resulting from the forms of the score. This one generating some states of body. The 
sound is a missing part but which frames these various proposals. 
A possible fiction and fantasized left to those who look at. 

LISTENING TO TRANSPARENCY / GRAME - Lyon France
exhibition toTotal Museum, Seoul / South Korea 2016
Minsheng Museum, Shanghai / China 2017
Kiswire, Busan / South Korea 2017
Erarta Museum, Saint-Petersburg, Russia 2019



fantômes #5 paper, ceramics, wall drawing and video, Listening to transparency Total Museum/ GRAME - Seoul, South Korea 2016



radiography graphite on wall 200 cm x 200 cm 2016
fantômes 200 ceramic objects variable dimensions 2016



fantômes #7
paper, scaffolding, ceramics and video

Listening to transparency Kiswire museum / GRAME - Busan South Korea 2017



fantômes #6 paper, scaffolding, ceramics and video, Listening to transparency Minsheng Museum/ 
GRAME Shanghaï China 2017

fantômes #4 paper, scaffolding and wall drawing Musiques démesurées festival 
Clermont-Ferrand France 2015



LIKE THE FALLS OF WATER ALREADY SHIVE IN THE SOURCE  
Art center of Vénissieux France 2017

Bertille Bak, Yves Bélorgey, Zoé Benoît, Alain Bernardini, Matt Coco, Cécile Dupaquier, Anne-Valérie 
Gasc, Juliette Goiffon & Charles Beauté, Suzanne Husky, Karim Kal, Camille Llobet, David Posth-
Kohler, Ernesto Sartori, Efrat Shvily, Mirjana Vodopija



Matt Coco proceeds by deconstruction and restores tirelessly, in return, from 
thickness to reality. In her works, a more intense reality emerges constantly from 
another. This progression of the forms, with the use of very simple materials, 
operates by sliding: translation of a sound in image, of an image in volume, of a 
medium to the other, sometimes until the complete disappearance of the initial 
form. And this, until the name of the artist, also modified.
For the exhibition, Matt Coco was invited to Vénissieux for a short residency. 
She set up a temporary workshop in the backstage of the Visual Arts Center and 
produced a set of sculptures presented on the ground, made of multiple volumes at 
once very delicate, organic, which evoke a site of archaeological excavations. These 
«sequence objects» arranged as a landscape of signs are considered by the artist 
as a score, potentially sound.

Xavier Jullien, Director of the Vénissieux Plastic Art Space, January 2017



Slight peeling of the reality # 1 ceramics variables dimensions 2017



installation view
ceramics and drawings on gray cardboard 2016

FANTÔMES, CERAMICS AND PATATOIDS
Factatory, Roger Tator Gallery, May 2016

opening of workshops and exhibition in collaboration 
with the collective Structure Bâtons



RESIDENCIES 2018-2013



HONG TI ART CENTER RESIDENCY - Busan - South Korea- august 2018

The time of my residency was partly devoted to the design and production of 
fantôme score of the fonds with korean clay, for the exhibition Boustrophédon 
in collaboration with Yann Lévy.

The score pieces are often built from an event belonging to the ancient or 
contemporary history of the territory. This memory structures the work and is 
only echo.

Here, the dramatic Sewol event, a ferry carrying 476 people, which capsized 
off the west coast of South Korea in 2014, served as a framework for my 
research. This piece responded in the exhibition space to a monumental video 
work by Yann Lévy whose point of departure was the evocation of the Eungbong 
Bongsudae smoke station at the top of the hills to announce the arrival of the 
enemy at the time of the Japanese invasion.

The clay deposited on the wall after being dried and reduced to powder then 
re-watted and mixed with Indian ink, follows a path of graphic forms retracing a 
set of hollow and cut pieces as inserted in a picture. The exhibition they seem to 
be constituting, in the process of being made and hardly completed, endangers 
the time given to the look the clay cracking, falls as the exposure.

The clay disappearing becomes a memory. While falling she carries with her the 
white painting of the wall, making to appear its original matter.

The rest of my residency was devoted to experiments of this material and 
translation of drawings, by volume.

The question of interpretation always at the heart of my work involving the 
passage from one language to another. I used drawings of all kinds, footprints, 
traces ... and worked with 3D processing software.

This work is still in progress and will give rise to volumes in plasters.



work on installation project
Korea black clay and soft transparent PVC
110 cm x 80 cm
2018

simulation installation project
wet clay, mooring ring, sailor’s rope, clay objects 



Interpretations of drawings in 3D objects



FACTATORY RESIDENCY - Roger Tator gallery - Lyon France 2015/16

The time of my residency was partly devoted to the design and construc-
tion of 200 ceramic pieces from «fantôme» installation for the Listening to 
Transparency exhibition at the Total Museum in Seoul organized by GRAME.

The work around the object, had problematic relationship to space:
the proper space of the object (internal cavity, empty and full, types of 
surfaces, resonance) and the space of the place.
Starting from these two problems I worked in parallel of the making of the ob-
jects, on the representation of the object and its internal structure imagining 
to take again the principle of the radiography like scan of the invisible. I used 
different plastic processes like the layer, the drawing by transprence and also 
the repeated line.

This residency also allowed me to continue the performance work with 
Benoît Caussé, contemporary dancer, and to make a video on this collaborative 
process that was about the interpretation of the ghost score.
It was fed by research and collaborative residencies conducted between 2013 
and 2014 in Quebec and Belgium (see below).





This video is the result of a residency at the Factatory 2015/2016 and a 
workshop with Benoît Caussé, professional dancer to whom I proposed 
to interpret in 3 phases «fantôme» score.

1- Read the score with the notation constraints. Write the description of 
the events imagined.

2- Creation of a lexicon of gestures, signs and states of the body
reacting to these elements.

3- Performance emphasizing the movement of the whole body.
Work on the intensity of the gesture according to the nature of the 
elements of the score. Work on space, in front, behind and sides.

The video «somewhere before the dance» shows this work mental that 
comes upstream of the dance. It also traces the whole research process 
and my questions about this project in the whole of my plastic work, on 
the question of perception, to be the interpreter, the language and the 
landscape.

Following this lexical research of movements, located between the sign, 
the gesture and the dance, I learn French Sign Language since April 
2018 at the International Visual Theater in Paris.

Video link : https://vimeo.com/289066847 (english version)

Somewhere before the dance, mute video, black and white 18’46, 
2016   



Experience of the scenic space and the territory, relation to the spectators:

I decided in Mons to experiment more strongly the relationship with the space, the 
spectator and the performance. This one-week residency was part of the City Sonic 
program, an electronic music festival created by Transcultures, Mons, Belgium.
A vernissage evening forced the project to exist for the first time in another 
temporality, that of representation. I proposed to 3 musicians, a dancer and extras to 
interpret the score «fantômes» exhibited in the exhibition space.
For the first time, the question of the stage and the presence of the score arose. A large 
exhibition space and a paved courtyard became the playground of this interpretation 
as spectators saw only the performance of the dancer, the musicians being distributed 
in a fluctuating perimeter up to 30 meters away. Thus, the scenic space was confused 
with the total space of the site and the intensity of the sounds varied according to the 
place of the musician.

Intervening artists: Tomoko Sauvage (Japan), Jason Van Gullick (Belgium), Adrien 
Lefèbvre (France) and Ioanna Vasilakopoulou (Greece).

spectateurs

EUROPEAN NURSERIES RESIDENCY / MONS BELGIUM 2014
collaborative project on sound interpretation and moving of «fantômes»



fantômes #2 installation

paper rolls, styroglass, wood scene and powder 
pigments

Mons 2014

Mons’s tale performance 12’



MOLY SABATA FONDATION ALBERT GLEIZES RESIDENCY - Sablons France 2013

«tale of a lost girl» is a sound work belonging to the series tale started in 
2010, which is built from sound recordings of reality through interviews, 
collections and acoustic experiments.
Between radio reports and fiction, the sociological and anthropological aspect 
of sources is what connects all possible forms of storytelling.
«tale of a lost girl» was realized during the residency at Moly Sabata in August 
2013 for the exhibition Manigances, carte blanche given to L’attrape-couleurs 
(Lyon) by the POCTB (Orléans). In this game of shenanigans between the 6 
artists, I inherited the figure of the tourist.
This figure as a line of work, led me to consider aspects of moving, archiving 
sources collected during a potential trip and ranking in the idea of   a rendering.
What does someone say to whom we give the floor?
The trip in question was done through the sound portrait of the other partici-
pating artists. The meetings had as a starting point the projects and artistic 
approaches undertaken as part of this exhibition. This starting point has led 
us to intimate histories, historical and contemporary issues, questions about 
family inheritance and especially the figure of the father.

This unexpected content led to the construction of a possible narrative, mixing 
real and totally fictional testimonials, jeopardizing the real status of certain 
words. Each character has a particular sound environment that allows the 
viewer to understand the changes of space.
Inside the work exists a world and it is the one of which each artist speaks 
to me.
The 5 chapters, Prologue, Collapse, Slump, Metamorphosis and Ellipse, bor-
rowed from literature, sociology, geology, science and narration represent 5 
indefinite times, interspersed with silence, as 5 unfinished acts of a play.
An edition accompanies the soundtrack. This is the text transcription of all 
interviews. It is a new space that focuses on the meaning of what is said and 
takes the story to a literary space.
Objects in wax and mixed technique were realized at the end of this tale for 
the installation of «memories of a lost girl». They belong to the universe of 
each of the registered protagonists and are spatialised on an urban plan ta-
king up the structure of the paper score.



WORKS IN PROGRESS
DRAWINGS - SCULPTURES - 2019-2015



searches in progress, ceramics, watercolour and fluorescent felt pen 2019



searches in progress, pots, landscapes, politics and other representations , clay, linseed oil, ink and graphite 2019



the appearance of the landscape, from sign to space, graphite pn paper, 120x120 cm 2019



volumes for «slight peeling of the reality # 2, imprint of a corner of wall and floor, korean paper, glue and Indian ink 50 cm x 30 cm x 20 cm 2018



Model for installation in Plexiglas, printing on transparent film, cutting, 29.7 cm x 42 cm 2018



studies for installation in Plexiglas graphite on crystal paper, 29.7 cm x 42 cm 2018



33 rpm black paper cut and engraving ink 70 cm x 50 cm 2018



animated film in progress from 33 rpm
Work on the rhythmic appearance and the disappearance of circles, between circles 
in water, tree rings or disks.



searches for rubbings graphite on crystal paper, 2018



searches for rubbings graphite on crystal paper, 2018



search around imprints of balloons on paper ink engraving on paper, each 50x60 cm 2018



untitled fictional radiography of tracing and scotch objects on color canson paper, each 29.7 cm x 42 cm 2015



Matt Coco, 44 years old, lives and works in Lyon, France  77 rue du Bourbonnais 69009 Lyon France +336 88 39 18 16 / www.mattcoco.com 

Studies

2019 French Signs Language, International Visual Théatre, Paris
2000 DNSEP Art option at Visual art institut of Orléans, France
1994 School of Louvre, Etruscan painting and ceramics, Paris, France
        Atelier Bérino, preparatory courses of higher school of art, Paris, France

Group show (selection)

2019 «Signs and sounds all around», GRAME Lyon, Erarta Museum, Saint-Petersbourg, Russia
2018 «Boustrophédon» with Yann Lévy, HongTi art center, Busan, South Korea 
2017 «Listening to transparency», GRAME Lyon, Kiswire Museum, Busan, South Korea
        «Listening to transparency», Minsheng Museum, GRAME Lyon, Shanghaï China
2017 «As the waterfalls already shive in the source», Art collection of the Art Center of Vénissieux, France
2016 «Through the listening glass», Total Museum of Contemporary Art, South Korea
2015 «Musiques Démesurées», 17e festival, Clermont-Ferrand, France
2014 «Supervues», Hotel Burrhus, Vaison-la-romaine, Vaucluse, France
        «City Sonic» #12, Parkinprogress, European Nusrseries and Transcultures, Mons, Belgium
2013 «Bureaux d’études» # 3, partitions, in resonance of Contemporary Art Biennial of Lyon, Atelier LaMire, Lyon, France
        «Manigances», exhibition to Le Pays Où le Ciel est Toujours Bleu, Orléans, France
        «Drawing room», drawing exhibition, Artaé GAllery, Lyon, France
2012 «Des accords parfaits», Art collection of the Contemporary Art Center of Vénissieux and of the « artothèque » of Saint Fons, France
        «Silk me back», Nesle Gallery, auction Art Curial, Paris, France
        «Collection», exhibition of the collection of the Contemporary Art Center of Vénissieux, France
        «Silk me back», Textile Museum exhibition and Bullukian Fundation, in support of Japan, curator Isabelle Moulin, Lyon, France
        «Perspectives», exhibition with Joël Ducorroy et Dania Reymond, Artaé Gallery, Lyon, France
2011 «Bureau d’étude» # 1 – L’esquisse en suspens, in resonance of Contemporary Art Biennial of Lyon, France
        «Chic dessin», Contemporary Drawing Fair, Buisson Gallery, Paris, France
2010 «Dessin», Act Art, Halle Nord, Geneva, Switzerland
        «Multiples», sales-exhibition, Astérides, Vendetta space, Friche de la Belle de mai , Marseille, France
        «Biennial of young artists», Houilles, Paris, France
2009 Art-O-Rama, Contemporary Art Fair, sales of multiples, Astérides, Marseille, France
2008 «Christmas exhibition» # 2, Le Magasin de Grenoble, Contemporary Art Center, France
2007 «Christmas exhibition» # 1, Le Magasin de Grenoble , Contemporary Art Center, France



Solo show

2017 «in caso di nebbia» La Halle, Contemporary Art Center, Pont en Royans, France
2014 «A book of wonders», Cave Canem Gallery, Curator Franck Fontaine, Hungary
2013 «I remember», Langage Plus Contemporary Art Center, Alma, Quebec
2011 «The empty room», drawings, Buisson Gallery, Paris, France
2010 «*Suggestionof presentation», Contemporary Art Center of Vénissieux, France
2008 «The almost dead», Contemporary Art Center of Genas , France
        «Work in progress», curator Leslie Amine, Lyon, France

Résidencies and workshop

2018 Residency program HongTi Art Center, Busan, South Korea
        «Landscape-landscape», conference - workshop, Grenoble’s academy, France
2017 «The workshops of creation» Ircam, Pompidou’s Art Center and GRAME, Paris, France 
2016 Residency program Factatory, Roger Tator Gallery, Lyon, France
2014 Parkinprogress 7 City Sonic, Transcultures in partnership with European Nurseries, Mons, Belgium
        «Opera at school programm” school residency with the Opera of Lyon, France
2013 Biennal of Contemporary Art of Lyon, experimental workshop, Lyon, France
        Moly-sabata, Albert Gleizes Fundation, Sablons, France
        Residency at Langage Plus Contemporary Art Center in partnership with European Nurseries, Alma, Quebec 
2012 Parkinprogress 5, Pannonhalma Hungary with the European Nurseries and Moving House Foundation, Hungary
2010 6 bis collective, research, Vitry sur Seine, France
2009 Astérides,  la Friche Belle de Mai, Marseille, France
2008 Museum of Contemporary Art Center of Lyon, workshop at the jails of St Joseph et Villefranche sur Saône, France
2005 Too Doo, performance in Erratum musical by Surasi Kusolwong, Contemporary Art Biennial of Lyon, France
2004/06 Contemporay Art Center Fort du Bruissin, Francheville, France

Video show

2019 Signs and Sounds all around, the New Holland, in partnership with the French Institut of Saitn-Petersburg, Russia
2018 Busan International Video of Art Festival, South Korea
        HongTi art center, Busan, South Korea
2017 «In Casi di nebbia» La Halle Contemporary Art Center, Pont-en-Royans, France
2015 «Sound transparency» Seoul, South Korea
2012 «I remember» Langage plus Contemporary Art Center, Alma Quebec
2010 «*suggestion of presentation», Contemporary Art Center of Vénissieux, France
2008 Visionaria Festival, Milan
        «the first film festival», new image section , Le Gac, Annonay, France
2007 «young creation show», projection of Drive-in, la Bellevilloise, Paris
        «je te crois menteuse», for the exhibition of Aurélie Haberey, Contemporay Art Center of Les Brasseurs, Liège, Belgium
2006 «19e Instants vidéos», french alliance de Mar del Plata, Argentina
2005 «Festival Rencontres Parallèles», Contemporary Art Center of Basse-Normandie, Hérouville Saint-Clair, France
        Bad today, better tonight, Forum de l’image, projection Modern and Contemporary Art Center, Les Abattoirs, Toulouse, France



Catalogs / publications

2019 Hong Ti Art Center, exhibition catalog of the programmation 2018, Busan, South Korea
2018 Busan International Video of Art Festival, Busan, South Korea
2017 Listening to transparency, Minsheng Museum, GRAME Lyon, Shanghaï China
2015 Catalog of exhibitions of POCTB, Orléans, France
2013 Catalog of exhibition and residency at Langage Plus Contemporary Art Center, Quebec
2012 Silk me back, catalog of the exhibition, Lyon, France
2011 Catalog «Entre temps», «Ephemeral Museum», Là Hors De company, Lyon, France
        Catalog of L’attrape-couleurs programmation 2001/2011 Lyon, France
        Revue 04, Lyon, France
2010 Broadcast Poster, paper gallery, Lyon, France
        Catalog of Suggestion de présentation, Contemporay art center of Vénissieux, design by Damien Poulain, London, GB
        Catalog of the young artists Biennial, Houilles, France

Texts

2018 Boustrophédon, Ji Yoon Yang, director of Alt Space LOOP, Seoul, South Korea
2017 Giulia Turati, Contemporary Art Center of Pont-en-Royans, France
2014 Franck Fontaine, Cave Canem Gallery, Budapest, Hungary
2013 Jocelyne Fortin, Contemporary Art Center of Alma, Quebec
2010 Lelia Martin, Contemporary Art Center of Vénissieux, France
        Marlène Girardin, Artaé Gallery, Lyon, France
2008 Anne Kawala, Paris, France
        Alain Diogo, Contemporary Art Center of Genas, France

Edition

2013 «Tale of a lost girl», single edition for the exhibition «Manigances», Orléans, France

Acquisitions

2013 Private collection in Quebec
2011/12 Private collection in Lyon and Paris, France
2010 Public collection of the town of Vénissieux, France


